
Trinity Search Committee Meeting Minutes, February 15, 2021 
 
Zoom Meeting was Called to Order at 7:05 PM 
 
Attendees: John Wilson, Carol Westhaver, (C0-chairs), Denise Aldridge, Ben Bollinger, Joan 
Campbell, Jan Gaboriault, Mike McKay, Mark Young 
 
Opening Prayer by Chaplain Ben 
 
John Wilson previewed the meeting Agenda  
 
There were minor corrections to the Minutes from the February 1, Meeting. Those corrections 
have been made and submitted as part of the official record of that meeting. The Minutes were 
approved as amended.  
 
John referenced the XL spreadsheet which lists 14 different sections for the Profile.  
 
Mark (as co-editor) to get the sections that he has been working on to Ben (for layout) by the 
end of the week.  
 
There was discussion about how much of the raw data from the Surveys to display on the 
Website for the Parish to view. The consensus was that only Reverend Rebecca and the Senior 
Warden (Pam McKay) should view the unedited results, largely due to the fact the surveys were 
to be anonymous. There’s an excel file for all of the surveys which will be made available to 
them. Ben will send raw summaries of the surveys to Reverend Rebecca and Pam. 
 
Ben raised the point that now that most of the compilation and distillation of the Survey groups 
has been accomplished and write-ups given to the co-editors, others on the Committee should 
be aware to pick up areas in need of work to keep the workload as even as possible. Up to now 
all have been on roughly the same productivity curve. As we identify items which need work, 
notify John and Carol.  
 
It’s been decided by the vestry that we are looking for a ¾ time Rector. Where do we place that 
item in the Profile?  
 
Referring back to our visit with the former Search Committee members, we need to make sure 
that we cover the expectations and responsibilities for our new Rector with the candidates.  
 
Reverend Rebecca has already been with us for 13 months; we need to have our profile done 
by the end of March.  
 
Ben suggested that we prepare our Profile as an Open Letter to Candidates. It was pointed out 
that is how the previous Search group approached it. 



The question was raised regarding preparation of a competitive package for presentation to the 
candidates. Denise reported that the Diocese and FinCom (of which she is Chair) will put the 
package together and it will be competitive. 
 
The topic of how the Genesis II program will impact our Search was introduced. The program is 
designed to help build Parishes and foster more Integration within the community. The short 
answer is that, at present, we’re not sure. John Wilson (from Vestry) is one (of 6) representative 
from our Parish and Paul Aldridge is another. There will be 2 each from the Vestry, the Search 
Committee and the Parish.  
 
The suggestion was made that perhaps Canon Martha (Hubbard) could join us on our March 
15th Retreat meeting to answer some of our questions regarding the Genesis II program. We 
(Search Committee) have gathered the information regarding what our Parishioners want in a 
new Rector, what if that doesn’t match what the Genesis II process I looking for?  Do we reset 
or not?  
 
The Vestry has voted to proceed with Genesis II. Perhaps Canon Martha can illuminate. 
 
Next Meeting is March 1, at 7 PM. 
 
Upcoming scheduled meetings: March 1st - March 15th (Retreat) – March 29th  
 
Closing prayer by Ben 
 
Meeting adjourned at 8:17 PM.  
 
Respectfully,  
 
Mark Young 
 
 
 
 


